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It’s also home to Africa’s highest mountain — super cool! 
Mike, Alpha and Foxtrot are keen to explore with you,  

so let’s go.

Putting all the answers in 
alphabetical order may make the 
matching up a bit easier! Check 
below to see if you’re right!

Arusha, Chapati, Hyenas, Journey, Kwaheri, Maasai chai, Mount Kilimanjaro, Serengeti National Park

1. What’s the name of the city where MAF has a base?   

2. What food is a common treat across Africa, and is 
often served with curry?

3. What attacked an MAF aircraft, sabotaging a 
medical safari?

4. What does the Swahili word ‘safari’ mean?  

5. How do you say goodbye in Swahili? 

6. What is the name of a sweet, milky drink prepared 
over a charcoal fire?

7. What is the highest mountain in Tanzania called?    

8. Where does the great wildebeest migration begin 
each year?

Alpha is really arty! He is always drawing and painting. Stewart Ayling leads the MAF team in Tanzania. He has just told his good 
friend Alpha about the time he was welcomed to the remote village of 
Katahe. Alpha has started a lovely drawing based on Stewart’s description 
below. Will you help him finish it? 
‘When we got off the plane, a crowd of villagers in bright clothing rushed to 
us with chapati bread and their special sweet, milky tea. Children dashed 

from all directions. They took us to a small brick hut with a metal roof 
where we could eat and chat, away from the hot sun.’

You know how Mike loves facts? Well,  

he’s put together a little challenge for you. 

Can you match his questions with the 

right answers and draw a line to link them 

together? Let’s play ‘matchy-matchy’!



Prayer is so important – and God always hears. 

Talk to God about Tanzania and ask Him:

To bless all the people, including MAF staff 

For safety during the two rainy seasons each year

For lives to be saved through MAF’s medical 

emergency flights 

For help during droughts and food shortages

For food to reach malnourished children.

Africa

You’ve probably heard of wildlife safaris, but what about medical safaris? 
MAF’s special safari flights take doctors, nurses and supplies to remote communities that don’t have medical facilities. Sometimes a patient needs to reach hospital as quickly as possible on a special flight called a medevac (medical evacuation). 
Mike, Alpha and Foxtrot have been asked to help a pregnant woman who needs an urgent medevac. Can you lead them quickly and safely to the waiting aircraft?

Let's get crafty
It’s crafty-fun time with Alpha. It might get a 
little messy, so be sure to ask a parent to help 
you set up. 

Please ask your parents to share your creations 
with us using #mafdiscovery or by emailing 
discovery@maf-uk.org

You will need: 

Potato (or apple), paper, 3 saucers, red, 
white and blue paints, paint brush or sponge, 
vegetable knife (plus adult supervision).

Pour some paint into each of the saucers

Paint your paper blue and leave it to dry

Cut the potato in half (ask an adult to help)

Using one half, carve bits off the flat edge  
of the potato to make a plane shape

Using the other half, carve bits off to make  
a cloud shape

Have fun potato printing white clouds and  
red planes!

During the country’s two rainy 

seasons, the roads become 

dangerously muddy. Even 

motorbikes struggle to reach  

their destination and many 

villages are cut off. 

At times like these, MAF planes are 

lifesavers. But imagine what it was 

like for people before MAF could 

fly in. If someone was ill or injured 

and the roads were too muddy for 

travel, patients would need to be 

carried to another village for help, 

which could take days. 

Could you do that? 

Let’s role play a ‘piggy-back-

rescue’! First set the scene —  

choose a room and remove 

anything dangerous so you don’t 

slip or trip over it. Then place 

soft squishy things on the floor 

to represent mud. (Cushions and 

bedding are ideal.) Find a sibling 

or a large teddy to be the patient, 

and give it a go. How long can you 

carry them for?


